FOLLOWING A SIMPLE 3 STEP PROCESS LEADS AND IS RESPONSIBLE FOR MY TRANSFORMATION…

A picture of the current of Love, at the Casa de Dom Inacio, taken by my soul brother, who was
gifted with the grace of the photo.
This current of Love provided by the Entities of the Casa is what we can individually create with,
too & from our own family, friends, loved-ones & acquaintances by following the example of the
bus practice/theory/meditation or whatever you want to call it...& your Bus is going to the best
place you are aware off, the Sacred waterfall at the Casa de Dom Inacio, to be able to release
one/you, from the past, present & enlighten you for your future mission… GIVE IT TIME, & JUST
DO IT!
Example & practice to follow, a simple three step practice, with many testimonials of the
effects...Bless you & your Loved-ones for doing this...& believe me the Entities of the Casa will be
with you...
***The wordEntities are all spirits, & at the Casa de Dom Inacio, are beings with a definite purpose.

“Spirits display all levels of intellectual and moral development. As a result, there are good
and evil, enlightened and ignorant, frivolous and deceitful, wicked and hypocritical spirits
who seek to mislead and induce to evil, as well as those who are highly evolved in all aspects
and who seek to do good.” (Allan Kardec, Spiritist Review)

At the Casa de Dom Inacio (the house of Saint Ignatius), the spirits from the blessed consciousness,
formed by Saint Ignatius in the 16th century, as the “Jesuit Society”, of Love work with, through, &
for Love for Humanity...Us.
Surrender is opening your total body to be able to receive the gifts waiting for you..,.,
1 UNCROSS ALLL BODY PARTS
2 OPEN & LOOSE ALL TIGHT CLOTHING REMOVING ANY BELTS
3 OPEN HANDS WITH PALMS UP TO RECEIVE
4 EXHAIL SLOWLY
As everything is a progression herewith is what was included in the text "The Book of Hope"...
1.EVERTYTHING IS SPIRITUAL
2.THE POWER OF THOUGHT
3. SOMETIMES WHAT WE THINK, IT IS, & OTHERS MAY FEEL DIFFERENTLY, FOR, THINGS ARE NOT
ALWAYS AS THEY SEEM.
Many testimonials will follow for validation for the essence of this practice:
Visualize yourself as a bus driver, it is your bus and it is going on a beautiful journey and for those
that have been to the Casa de Dom Inacio in Abadiania, it's going to the sacred waterfall to release
from the past, the present and the future.

Part One (1)
1. As your open the doors to the bus welcome and not invite everyone in your family and family
group
2. Embrace them and thank them for teaching you everything that has made a difference in your
life,
3. Seat them on the bus
Part Two (2)
Everyone in your life that has taught you something which has been important for you and you
are reminded of;
The same three (3) steps will be followed as previously.
Part Three (3)
Everyone in your life that you have had something against. Or has had something against you,
Need to be welcomed onto the bus. You may not be able to embrace them but thank them for
teaching you one of the most important things that you have learned for the unending journey of
your LIFE.

All names and country of residence have been withheld for privacy reasons:
TESTIMONIALS
The bus meditation is soooooo precious. I did it during our very long current this morning and had
such a great CELEBRATION. The bus was just not big enough to even house our loved ones, who
responded to come rather curious on what wonderful adventure I/we (Klaus included) would take
them. It was so good to see parents, grandparents, uncles, aunts, who have long passed once
again, as well as our children with spouses and grandchildren They were so happy to join us on
this trip to somewhere here in Brazil. The group of people from whom we have learned profound
things over the years was huge. We'll have to charter an even bigger bus for all of them and
celebrate with them. There were not many for the back seats. It all seemed one big celebrating,
joyful crowd. Those who caused some problems in former times seemed so happy to be invited
and part of this exciting trip. Everyone was full of anticipation to be on board, ready for the
adventure trip into the unknown where joy and happiness, gratitude , and celebrating life, being
alive now seemed to be the guiding star.
Thanks for the treasure Jon. Trust, we will do this meditation again and also with those ready for
it. Much appreciation and thanks for sharing it with us.
God loves YOU and so do we. You will be in our thoughts and prayers even when back in California
and on our trips to Europe next year.
1. A lady, after being explained this practice explained to me that when she had done this the
previous night she placed her mother on the bus who had passed when she was very young. Her
father had left when she was born. When her mother was placed on the bus and she had followed
the steps she saw her father there as well, embracing her mother. This brought so much emotion
to her as it is to me right now...God Bless Her for that - thank you
2. A lady said to me, I have no idea where to put my father on the bus. He abused me as a child, I
have real issues with him. I said it's your bus, you will work it out. The next day I was having
dinner when she came to me, and she said I could not even move the bus because my father was
standing in front of the bus, when I opened the doors he came on. We looked at each other and he
was so filled with remorse and regret, we just hugged each other and cried, and now he sits at the
front of the bus.
3. A lady after this practice was explained, she said Oh great, I will do this in my meditation at the
Casa. I said, perfect. She came and found me after the current session at the Casa which is
approximately five or ten minutes after it had finished and said to me, "I did you bus, and I
couldn't even get to halfway". The current was four and half hours.
THE BUS NEVER ENDS, IT'S ONGOING AS WE MEET PEOPLE EVERY SINGLE DAY AND EVERY SINGLE
MOMENT
4, A lady that this practice was explained to said I will put my sister on the front of the bus. She
came back to me at lunchtime and said, I could not even embrace my sister...what am I suppose to
do now, "I said, keep doing it because there is nothing, nothing that can reject an act of LOVE. She

said, she was going back to her country in two days and said maybe I will do it on the plane, I said,
it's your bus, it's your sister, it's your family.
She came back to me in two months and came straight to me, I was having lunch, and she said my
sister picked me up at the airport, neither of us said anything and we went to each other and
embraced and cried and now she sits at the front of my bus.
WHAT WE FEEL IS NOT NECESSARILY WHAT THE OTHER ONE FEELS, this was so evident in what
she explained to me.
5. One man related a story at the prayer gathering on Sunday morning. A situation was explained
through many tears and emotion that as he walked out of his door, he saw two butterflies on the
ground, being a lover of animals he put his hand down to attract the butterflies. One flew and one
jumped on his hand. Through the tears and emotion there was a huge heart opening. Later that
day, while praying with some other people, I passed this individual and said "Have you given the
butterfly a name yet" he jokingly snickered. I said, "everything is energy, give it a name". I went
and prayed with someone else and when I came back he said to me, " I gave it a name, and it flew
away, I gave it the name of Fritz and then it flew away". When he told me that he said "I haven't
thought about Fritz in 42 years, he was my brother who passed at birth", and we both cried and
then prayed for the evolution in the spiritual world.
6. The 5th time I did this in the current room at the Casa, while I was in meditation, the Entities
placed a person in my concentration, & I said I have not even thought about in 20 years. Straight
away I received an intuition, that he was requiring prayers, & to place him on the bus.
From all testimonials listed & what I have myself experienced, it is a true “HEALING” for all
concerned, & a transformation for the new level of consciousness which is eminent for all.
Blessings of Love always & in all ways,
Jon

